Abstract The breast cancer conservative treatment. cosmetic results (BCCT.core) is a new software tool created for the automatic and objective evaluation of the aesthetic result of BCCT. It makes use of a face-only photographic view of each patient and might thus have been considered insufficient for an accurate evaluation, as others have used multiple views of each patient. The purpose of this work is to compare the performance of the BCCT.core (using faceonly views) with a subjective expert analysis using both the face-only and four-view assessment. Photographs in fourviews of 150 patients, were evaluated by a panel of experts and a consensus classification was obtained. The agreement between the consensus and the BCCT.core (face-only view) was calculated using the kappa (k) and weighted kappa (wk) statistics. Face-only views, of the same 150 patients, were subsequently sorted out in a different order and sent for individual evaluation by three specialists from the previous panel of experts. The individual agreement between the face-only view and the four-view evaluation by each of the three experts and the consensus was calculated using the same methods. Obtained results were compared to the BCCT.core performance. The software obtained a moderate agreement with the consensus (k = 0.57; wk = 0.68). The highest value of agreement, from the three experts, between the four-view evaluation and the consensus was identical to the software agreement (k = 0.55; wk = 0.67). In the face-only view experiment, the highest value of agreement between the experts and the consensus was only fair (k = 0.37; wk = 0.54). Performance of the software was thus considered equal to that obtained by experts using a four-view evaluation.
Introduction
The oncological outcome of breast cancer conservative treatment (BCCT) is equivalent to mastectomy in terms of disease free survival and overall survival. Absence of a widely accepted standardized tool for aesthetic evaluation of this kind of treatment, however, limits the applicability of any comparative analysis of cosmetic outcome [1, 2] . Methods for evaluating BCCT are traditionally considered as subjective or objective [3] [4] [5] [6] . Subjective methods usually evaluate either a patient's appearance directly or through a photograph, by one or several observers [3] . However, results of subjective evaluation show only a modest interobserver agreement, even when performed by expert observers [7, 8] . Objective methods use measurements taken directly from the patient or from photographs, and are based essentially on asymmetries between treated and non-treated breasts [9, 10] . These methods increase the reproducibility of assessment but it has been argued that they do not take into account the global appearance of aesthetic results, failing to include other aspects such as scar appearance and differences in colour between breasts [4, 11] .
The BCCT.core software was developed to provide an objective and automatic evaluation of aesthetical results, not only based on asymmetries, but also based on other parameters extracted from patients photographs. This objective score was translated into a result according to Harris scale [12] . The aim was to develop a reproducible and widely available methodology for the evaluation of aesthetic results in BCCT, enabling effective comparison of outcome between centers [13] .
Still, the current version of the BCCT.core software makes use only of face-only photographic view of the patient and no other evaluation is done on the side or oblique views, due to the obvious limitation in standardizing these additional positions [14] .
Considering the fact, however, that the face-only view seems to be the one contributing in a major percentage to the final aesthetic result, we decided to measure the agreement between a subjective evaluation by experts, using both face-only or four-view photographs of the same set of patients, and the results obtained by the BCCT.core.
Material and methods
The photographs in four positions of 150 patients, were evaluated by a panel of international experts. Treatment interventions (other than hormonal treatment) had ended at least 1 year before photographs were taken. All patients signed an informed consent to participate in the study. A digital camera with a resolution of at least four megapixels was used to take photographs in four positions: face arms down; face arms up; left side arms up; right side arms up and a consensus classification was obtained. The observers were asked to classify the aesthetic results of all cases in one of four categories of the Harris scale [12] : excellenttreated breast nearly identical to untreated breast; goodtreated breast slightly different from untreated; fair-treated breast clearly different from untreated but not seriously distorted; poor-treated breast seriously distorted. In order to obtain a consensus between observers, a Delphi process was used [15, 16] . The method is an attempt to obtain expert opinion in a systematic manner. Experts are recruited individually and anonymously. The survey is conducted over several rounds, and the results are analysed and then reported to the group. The process is considered complete when there is a convergence of opinion or when a point of diminishing returns is reached [17] . The evaluation of each case was considered consensual when more than 50% of observers provided the same classification on aesthetic result [18] .The BCCT.core software was then used on the face-only photographic view of the same 150 patients. The agreement between the consensus classification and the BCCT.core evaluation was calculated using the kappa (k) and weighted kappa (wk) statistics, the latter allowing some deviation from perfect agreement. A k score equal to zero was considered to indicate poor agreement; 0.01-0.20 slight agreement; 0.21-0.40 fair agreement; 0.41-0.60 moderate agreement; 0.61-0.80 substantial agreement; 0.81-0.99 almost perfect; and 1.00 perfect agreement [19] .
Subsequently, the 150 face-only views of the studied cases were sorted out and sent for additional evaluation by three of the best evaluators of the panel of experts. Participants were chosen from the initial expert panel, and had, amongst all the panellists, the highest number of coincident answers with the final consensus. Individual classification of these three experts in four-view evaluation was also used for comparison of agreement.
The agreement with the consensus of the face-only view and the four-view evaluation by each of the three experts was calculated using the multiple k and wk statistics and compared with the BCCT.core performance. Tables 1 and 2 .
Results

Main results of agreement analysis are considered in
The classification shift between the consensus and the BCCT.core was identical to the shifts between the consensus and the evaluations by the three experts (29-33%). However, the BCCT.core generally evaluated patients better (more excellent and good evaluations) than the consensus or each of the three experts. Agreement between computer and consensus slightly passed the moderate level (k = 0.57, wk = 0.67) and was similar to values obtained by each of the three experts individually using the fourview evaluation of the patients (Table 1) .
Considering the face-only view evaluation the BCCT.core, with its moderate agreement with the consensus (k = 0.57, wk = 0.67), was far better than the agreement between the three experts and the consensus (k = 0.32, wk = 0.46) ( Table 2 ). As in the four-view evaluation experts showed a trend to more unfavourable evaluations compared with the software.
Discussion
The limited reproducibility of subjective aesthetic evaluation in BCCT has been well documented [8, 18] and is one of the main reasons behind the development of objective methods for this purpose. The latter usually produces extremely reproducible results but the majority of published papers stress out that its isolated use doesn't reflect the complete evaluation of aesthetic results [4-6, 20, 21] . The BCCT.core software arrived as a new software capable of evaluating objectively aesthetic results of BCCT by comparing symmetry, differences in colour and scar appearance in the treated breast. For the first time in an objective analysis tool other than asymmetry differences are taken into account. However, even if more parameters are evaluated, the software uses only a face-view photograph of the patient to evaluate the final aesthetic result [13] .
All the previously described objective methods of evaluation made use of the face-only view to attain the final aesthetic result [5, 9-11, 22, 23] . This isolated view seemed enough to get all the asymmetry measurements needed, and all these methods were based on asymmetry only. As a novelty, Fitzal et al. [24] described the Breast Analysis Tool (BAT Ó ) who for the first time uses the Breast Symmetry Index (BSI Ó ) in both the front and lateral views. The Harris scale for subjective cosmetic analyses was correlated with the BSI. The reported inter-observer reproducibility was excellent (Pearson correlation r = 0.9; P \ 0.05) and the BSI was able to significantly differentiate between good and bad cosmesis.
The good results obtained with the BSI when compared with the ones from the BCCT.core emphasize the initial question. Is face-only photographic view enough for getting an accurate evaluation of the final aesthetic result or the inclusion of side views will make the difference between an expert or a panel and an automatic analysis, as it is suggested by Fitzal et al. [24] . In our study the fourview evaluation by each of the expert observers didn't obtain a higher agreement when compared with the software performance and this inclusion of side views will be obviously difficult to standardize, as we previously stated, particularly if we include other characteristics as color differences and scar visibility. Could it be concluded that since our software evaluation is based on more than just asymmetry, it combines enough information to accurately evaluate the cosmetic outcome based on the face-only photographic view.
To test this hypothesis, and as stressed out recently by Zgajnar [25] , it is time to test out this new tool in larger trials to accentuate its weak and strongest points so it could be improved to attain the level demanded by patients and doctors. 
